Automatic dispenser No - Touch

With a motion sensor for a faster, economic and Hygiene way of safety cleaning

KEY OPERATING FEATURES

Operation System : Motion Sensor
Usage : Easy in use. With a move of the user's hand, due to the sensor the dispenser accelerates. A piece of paper in convenient size is ready for use
Hygiene : Maximum Hygiene. The users touch only the piece of paper is going to use
Power : 4 Alcaline batteries or 220v

CONSTRUCTION

Material : Tough, easy to clean industrial plastic
Robust impact resistant materials prevents vandalism
Locks : Generic, fixed or proprietary key available

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

- Easy loading with quick access
- Available in 4 colors White, Dark Blue, Sky blue & silver
- With a regulator for adjusting the cutting lenght of the paper in 26, 32 or 36cm

PAPER SPECIFICATIONS

Roll Height : 205mm
Roll Diameter : 160mm
Core : 19mm

DISPENSER SPECIFICATIONS

Length : 225mm
Width : 270mm
Height : 138mm

Sensor can convert to a manual button which ensure that users can get paper even if sensor is damaged

Works with 4 alcaline batteries or 220v power
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